As I read Yael Wyner and Rob DeSalle's submitted Ex Laboratorio essay with a view to publishing it in this issue, [1] I was stirred to make what I consider a small but significant editorial suggestion: that one describe the effect of pressures that lead to extinction of a species as "defeating" natural selection. You will see this in the essay, which I consider a marvelously eloquent, forceful, and necessary contribution to the efforts of scientists to make the human race aware of the truly terrible things that it is doing to the Earth and its dwindling diversity of life forms-which cannot adapt quickly enough. To be fair, large parts of humanity are not behaving in that way (yet), either because they harbor different value systems, they do not have the industrial economic might to do so, or both.
Humans have created their own selection system, and it is based on economic power: economically powerful regions of the Earth prosper, and economically weak ones exist in a drawnout combination of struggling to increase their economic fitness (wealth production) and succumbing to parasitism by the more powerful. The frightening pace of industrial development in parts of the world today is, I propose, now also defeating human social evolution: that is, the drive to consume ever newer and purportedly "better" technologies of all kinds (and ever more of them) is surpassing our capacity to adapt more ancient social behavioral patterns and value systems to the challenge of living more sustainably. Certain values and types of behavior are, I propose, going extinct under the pressure to conform or have a hard time of it.
OK, some of you are thinking, but this is rather hand-waiving, and because I don't like hand-waiving arguments, let me give you an example of what I mean based on a recent event that surely most people with a computer and Internet connection know about: Greta Thunberg's sailing across the Atlantic to attend the UN climate summits in the US and Chile. As much as I admire the young climate activist, I think that she could have done something even more thought-provoking. Besides the absurdity of claiming-as some news outlets did-that Greta's boat (and hence the whole exploit) was "zero-emission," there is a problem with this voyage: it used a rather extreme form of transport, and one that very few people could entertain as an alternative to flying. On the other hand, cadging a lift on a fast freight ship would have been rather interesting from several perspectives-amongst them-socioeconomic, cultural, and environmental. Essentially, this would be an example of using the value system that we could name "get as much use out of existing possibilities as you can" or "always consider dual use/dual purpose possibilities," which, of course, leads to less net use of resources.
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Surely one of the desperately urgent things that we have to do is use less and economize on-as yet-unavoidable practices: more efficient and less damaging travel also includes making better use of existing means of transport. If Greta Thunberg had taken a ship, she would have started a really useful and practical discussion, even if some people would not have been in agreement. We could argue, of course, that resorting to sail was an expression of a good old value system based around using "natural" resources, but it is unlikely that in the near future we will see sailing ships carrying passengers long distances-though I would dearly like that: instead, and because we need to act quickly, we could do much worse than to think about more dual-use opportunities for shipping, given that ships are the most economical form of fuelpowered transport per kilometer covered. Even better, ultimately, would be modern wind-powered freighters that would also take passengers! Extreme changes in lifestyle to reduce environmental impact have been shown by various studies to be ineffective in the long term because, for most people, they take too much selfdiscipline and "hardship." However, the activism surrounding climate change-a good example being Extinction Rebellion-is being categorized by some as "extremist." The problem, as I see it, is that the extremist measures are partly a socio-psychological construct caused by value systems that are continuously being changed by economic and technological development. If we do not need, per se, the "best," "fastest," "smartest," "newest" whatever, or more of it, but instead derive satisfaction from other features of life, perhaps we could reach a compromise between extreme measures that-at present-are arguably unrealistic, and more feasible ones.
